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312	ELECTRIC RAILWAY MNUINMtiltlNO
motors are in serien without resistaruje between trolley and
ground.
Notch No, 8 or the full parallel running position clones switch
d which in turn breaks the auxiliary circuit of b and the latter
switch opens together with all the resistance switches except
c. When 6 has completely opened it causes switches e and 0
to close. When thene are fully closed their interlocking relays
open switch dL When d is again open the circuits through the
resistance switches RRi, Ri, RK^ etc,, are closed consecutively
until the resistance has again been gradually cut out and tho
motors are finally Operating in parallel across the line with no
resistance. Limit relay switches described above prevent the re-
sistance switches from closing before tho current has decreased
to its normal accelerating value. This maintains nearly constant
current during the acceleration period*
A complete wiring diagram for tho unit switch automatic
multiple unit control system including both auxiliary and main
circuits will bo found in Fig, 147, but because of its complica-
tion the simplified diagram of Fig, 146 will be found preferable!
for all but detail connections.
It must be remembered that in all automatic multiple unit
control systems the power circuit of each car is complete in itself,
with independent contacts with trolley or third rail Each car,
therefore, must have its own limit switch which may be adjusted
for a different value of current for each car to correspond with the
equipment upon that particular car. Provision is also made
for all tho switches to open on any one car in ease of failure of
power on that particular car, tho switches "notching up" auto-
matically when the power m again supplied. The latter feature
is important with third rail operation in which the power is off
when pausing over each crossing* In order to take care of the
preceding condition with the hand operated master control
systems, a train "bus line11 Is provided. This line is a heavy
conducting cable running the length of each car arid terminating
in coupler	. As this line is connected directly to the
trolley or third rail shoes, all collecting devices on the train
wil.be in parallel if tho bus Una is coupled between and, if
033L© currant collecting dcviee is .resting. on a live contact line,
'power will be available on all ears in the train. This line
is now' in .eonaectio.il with practically ail automatic control
systems
 

